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Terms and Conditions of Purchase 2017-2018
(short version at Shop checkout)
Purchase Contract
Please accept this short version before Placing your Order.
Terms and Conditions (Full) to be sent to you by Email upon request, for you to print and return to
us by Email or Land mail, duly named, dated and signed by the buyer, before the Purchase can be
completed.
Read the short Terms and Conditions below first. Make sure your read the Terms and Conditions that
apply to the specific items types (Photographs and/or Paintings) that you wish to Order. Accept the
Terms and Conditions before Placing your Order.

Photographs
My intention is to purchase a Photograph (as a digital item).
1 of 5. I will agree to the Terms and Conditions of Purchase prior to ordering the photograph(s) online.
If not accessible online, I will request the Full Terms and Conditions of Purchase document, read it,
and return it (dated and signed) to the seller (Prosper Jerominus), before the purchase is effective
and before the item(s) is (are) delivered.
2 of 5. I understand that Photographs can be ordered, purchased and delivered either online from the
webshop from 'kinokast.org', or ordered, purchased from the webshop from 'kinokast.org' (as a ’Digital
product’) and delivered physically (as a ’Physical product’, High Quality Print). The Physical product
can be delivered via Shipping orin a personal appointment with the seller, at the ATELIER
PROSPER’s physical address and after full payment is completed. The due Invoices are given upon
delivery AND via Email and act as Proof of purchase. Refund or Return of items is not possible after
the online Purchase order AND payment(s) are completed.
3 of 5. I agree that the purchased Photographs can be delivered in digital AND physical form (No
shipping). Photographs are sold 'As is' (the digital image is only an online representation, and no
claim can be made as to the exact visual, digital representation of any photograph, digital nor
physical).
4 of 5. I understand that I need to have an Appointment with the seller for Delivery at the address and
time provided by the seller.
5 of 5. I agree to Sending the following information to the Seller so that the Purchase Order can take
place.
I agree to all of the above, before purchasing photographs.

Paintings
My intention is to purchase a Painting (as a physical item).
1 of 5. I will agree to the Terms and Conditions of Purchase prior to ordering the painting(s) online. If
not accessible online, I will request the Full Terms and Conditions of Purchase document including
the Purchase Contract, read it, and return it (dated and signed) to the seller (Prosper Jerominus),
before the purchase is effective and before the item(s) is (are) delivered.
2 of 5. I understand that Paintings are ordered here, online, at the webshop from 'kinokast.org', but
are not shipped to the Buyer unless mentioned otherwise in the Purchase Contract. Paintings are
ordered and purchased online but exclusively delivered physically in a personal appointment with the
seller at the ATELIER PROSPER’s physical address after full payment is completed (including all per
Purchase Country's relevant VAT GST Taxes). The due Invoices are given upon delivery and/or via
Email and act as Proof of purchase. Refund or Return of items is not possible after the online
Purchase order OR payment(s) are completed.
3 of 5. I agree that Unique purchased Paintings are delivered in physical form ONLY (No shipping).
Paintings are sold 'As is' (the digital image is only a representation, and no claim can be made as to
the exact visual, digital representation of any painting).
4 of 5. I understand that I need to have an Appointment with the seller for Delivery at the address and
time provided by the seller.
5 of 5. I agree to Sending the following information and the Purchase Contract accurately named,
dated and signed to the Seller by Land mail AND email so that the Purchase Order can take place.
I agree to all of the above before purchasing paintings.

Read the Terms and Conditions (short version) above. Please Accept this Short version before
Placing your Order.
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